Please join us for the...

2010 National APSE Conference
*Employment First: Not Just a Slogan*
Loews Atlanta Hotel • Atlanta, Georgia
June 8 – 10th

**Sessions on Transition include:**

*Who Are You? How Our Perception of Students in Transition Affects Choices, Supports and Services:* Steve Savage, Patricia Rogan

*Creating a Meaningful Life and community:* Mikelle Learned, Katherine Carol

*Higher Education and the Autism Spectrum:* Bev Harp

*Transition: An Open Discussion:* Sarah Johnston Rodriquez

*Self Directed Transition Planning Using Online Technology to Promote Healthcare Management and Employment Outcomes:* Wendy Parent

*A Successful Transition Model from a Parent’s Perspective:* Rick Haase

*How Do We Get Schools to Focus on Employment? Tell them they don’t have to do it alone!* Jaimie Laitinen, Kelley Faulkner

*Inclusion in College, Preparing Students with Significant Disabilities for Employment in the 21st Century:* Dedra Hafner, Carole Carlson

*Taking them Out of the Classroom: A Model Transition Program:* Robyn Metcalf, Scott Fraley, Chris Lavach

And Many More...All with a Focus on Community Employment for Individuals with Disabilities.
To view the complete agenda and to register, visit [www.apse.org](http://www.apse.org).